

























Norbert Elias and Mozart ?? A Portrait of the Musician as a Young Man
OHIRA Akira?
Abstract
 Mozart died at the age of ?? in ???? in disappointment and despair with the sense that his life was meaningless; for he 
could neither believe in his wife?s love nor fulfill his wish to become a successful musician during his life time. On the other 
hand, Mozart is believed to have been an extraordinarily talented musician with prodigious creativity despite the fact that he was 
sometimes regarded as immature or even childish on account of his frequent use of obscene and foul language. As a result, the 
image of Mozart as a musician and his image as a man have been separated, which has given rise to a strange identification of 
Mozart as a genius endowed with the inborn ability to compose excellent music unrelated to his actual life. But Norbert Elias 
does not agree with the dichotomous way of thinking underlying this kind of interpretation, insisting that Mozart?s musical life 
is inseparable from his human life. Elias tries to find compatibility and consistency in this seemingly discrepant double image 
in relation to Mozart?s life. To Elias, to love Mozart?s music is to love, more or less, the man who created it. Furthermore, from 
Elias?s sociological point of view, Mozart?s tragic life as a musician exemplifies a momentous historical transformation from 
craftsmen?s art in court society to artists? art in bourgeois society; therefore he regards Mozart himself, rather as a representative 
artist of this transitional period than as an individual and unique artist with unprecedented talent. In conclusion, Elias argues 
that the ambivalence and dilemmas inherent in the civilizing process were crucial in determining not only Mozart?s own fate as 
an artist, but also the whole fate of his fellow artists. Here can we find Elias?s sociological insight into tracing, on the levels of 
sociogenesis and psychogenesis, the impact of historical changes in artistic expressions on the change in the personality structure 
of artists themselves through long chains of interdependence. Elias had already attempted to theorize his view on art in his early 
essays, and more than ?? years later he successfully developed it into a more systematic form in Mozart. The purpose of this paper 
is to appreciate Elias?s efforts to integrate his fundamental concept of changing art and artists in a transitional age into his theory 
of the civilizing process.
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